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09 July
The euro traded within 0.5 percent of its lowest level in two years 
before reports forecast to show manufacturing in France and Italy is 
weakening as Europe’s debt crisis threatens growth.

Alcoa Inc., the largest U.S. aluminum producer, reported second-
quarter earnings and revenue that beat analysts’ estimates after an 
increase in orders from the auto and aerospace industries.

China’s stock-index futures fell before a government report that may 
show export and import growth slowed last month.

10 July
Australia’s dollar remained lower following a three-day decline as 
Asian stocks followed a drop in U.S. shares, sapping demand for the 
developed world’s highest- yielding currency.

China’s stocks swung between gains and losses as speculation the 
government will boost investments to bolster growth overshadowed 
signs the slowing economy is damping corporate earnings.

Asian stocks fell a fifth day, with the regional benchmark headed for 
its longest losing streak since May, amid concern a deepening global 
economic slowdown will weigh on earnings at companies from BHP 
Billiton Ltd. to China Southern Airlines Co.

Oil traded near the lowest close in more than a week after the U.S. 
Energy Department cut its forecasts for crude prices and demand as 
slower economic growth curbs fuel consumption and supply increases.

 

11 July
Asian stocks fell a sixth day, extending the regional benchmark’s 
longest losing streak since May, as unexpected job losses in Australia 
added to signs of a deeper global slump before a report from China 
expected to show the slowest growth since the financial crisis.

Oil traded near the highest close in two days in New York after U.S. 
stockpiles fell and refinery utilization rose, countering concern that 
global fuel demand will falter as manufacturing stagnates in Europe.

The yen rose versus all of its major peers on bets the Bank of Japan will 
refrain from taking steps to stem the currency’s gains as it concludes 
a meeting today and as signs of a global slowdown boosted demand 
for haven assets.
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Cooking-oil purchases by India, the world’s biggest consumer after 
China, probably dropped for the first time in five months in June after 
a plunge in the rupee to a record low deterred importers.

12 July
Most Chinese stocks fell after a government report today showed the 
economy grew at the slowest quarterly pace in three years.

Asian stocks rose, with the benchmark index poised to end six days of 
losses, on speculation policy makers will do more to support growth 
after China reported the slowest economic expansion in three years, 
South Korea cut its outlook and Singapore said its economy shrank.

Sany Heavy Industry Co., China’s biggest maker of excavators, 
lowered annual unit-sales forecast as slowing economic growth and 
government’s curbs on property market sap demand.

Treasury yields were two basis points from the least ever before a 
report that economists said will show inflation is slowing.

13 July
Hong Kong stocks rose, with the benchmark index heading for a 
second day of advance, after Premier Wen Jiabao said China’s 
government will boost measures to support growth in the world’s 
second-biggest economy.

Oil fell from the highest close in more than a week after Premier Wen 
Jiabao said China’s economic recovery hasn’t gained momentum, 
stoking speculation that demand may ease in the world’s second-
biggest crude consumer.

Australian mining magnate Nathan Tinkler offered to buy the rest of 
Whitehaven Coal Ltd. with an offer valuing it at A$5.3 billion ($5.4 
billion) after a share plunge since his initial proposal last month.

GLG Partners Inc., a unit of the world’s largest publicly traded hedge 
fund manager, formed a long-short equities team in Asia co-headed 
by a former fund manager at Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund, 
seeking opportunities in the region’s stock market.


